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Synced with 12th Malaysia Plan, ILO-
UK-UM partnership to boost
Malaysia’s TVET with STEM

The initiative will pave the way for greater integration
of STEM-related generic skills into technical and
vocational education and training programmes.

News

ILO, UK and Indonesia team up to build highly
skilled and globally competitive maritime workforce
New partnerships will have a critical bearing on Indonesia’s
maritime industry, says coordinating minister for maritime affairs
and investment. Read more

“Explosion” of micro-credential courses proves
lifelong learning vital
Conference re-emphasises lifelong learning is key to upskilling,
re-skilling and the economic recovery, while recognizing the need
for healthy skills ecosystems and quality education. Read more

Mangrove trails sprout new tourist attractions in
Indonesia
ILO training brings new skill sets, higher incomes to North
Sulawesi. Read more

Systematic skills anticipation and matching
strategies essential for inclusive economic
recovery, say experts at ILO webinar
The online event showcased successful approaches and lessons
learned on developing effective skills and employment strategies
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and policies to reduce skills mismatches. Read more

Building a smarter labour information platform
A new online course from the ILO has helped Malaysian officials
upgrade their understanding of labour market information and
skills anticipation systems. Read more

New partnership to improve employment and career
prospects of young workers in Sabah
The ILO Skills for Prosperity Programme in Malaysia, the British
High Commission and the Sabah Skills and Technology Centre will
work together to tackle the issue of skills mismatch, aiming to
implement training models that meet the needs of both labour
markets and local Sabahans. Read more

Young Kedah workers to bene�t from new skills
initiative
The new partnership will help the youth and the workforce in the
state gain the skills needed to increase their employability. Read
more
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